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Issues of Concern to Boston
Addressed in Responsive Programming in the

Third Quarter 2019

1. FINANCES / ECONOMY / BUSINESS

2. HEALTH / MEDICINE / NUTRITION

3. CRIME / ABUSE / LAW

4. EDUCATION / PARENTING / FAMILY

5. CULTURE / RACE RELATIONS / GENDER

6. PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS / EVENTS

7. RELIGION / SPIRITUALITY

8. GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS

9. CHARITY / FUNDRAISING

10. ENERGY / ENVIRONMENT

11. CONSUMER / TECHNOLOGY



WBWL-FM 101.7 / 101.7 The Bull / “Boston's #1 for New Hit Country”

Quarterly Issues / Program List

Attached are listings of broadcasts or broadcast segments, which, in the station’s 
judgment, reflect the station’s most significant programming treatment of community 
issues during the preceding three-month period.

WBWL 101.7 FM broadcasts primarily country music, but also locally produced and 
network programming. Although we include only local programs herein, WBWL 
broadcasts include The Bobby Bones Show which also serves community needs and 
interests.

Program Index

Viewpoints – (Public Affairs) Hosts Marty Peterson and Gary Price host this 
contemporary radio magazine and cover two major stories weekly. It features 
interviews with guests that have expertise and real-world experience regarding current 
events, social commentary, entertainment and more. 

Air:  Sunday, 6AM    Duration:  30 minutes

Minority Counterpoint – Host Gwen Blackburn focuses on current affairs and 
topical issues in the news.  

Air:  Sunday, 6:30AM    Duration:  30 minutes

Public Service Announcements – Broadcast segments focusing on station 
community outreach projects, concerning issues related to adoption, mentoring, 
education, jobs, veteran’s issues, violence, disabilities, domestic violence, and 
children.  

Air:  Throughout the broadcast day    Duration: 15, 30, or 60 seconds



Most Significant Issue-Responsive Programming
3rd Quarter, 2019

 (July 1 through September 30)

ISSUE:  FINANCES / ECONOMY / BUSINESS

Viewpoints
Sunday, July 21, 2019

6 AM
15 minutes of a 30-minute program

Viewpoints Host Gary Price spoke with Mev Becoja, graduate student at DePaul University, Laura Sherman, 
undergraduate student at Indiana University, and Mike Bartini, Director of Student Aid at Bowdoin College, about 
student loan debt. Becoja and Sherman shared their perspectives on financial aid and debt and Bartini discussed 
the importance of both students and families taking time to focus on the financials of higher education before 
enrolling.

Viewpoints
Sunday, July 28, 2019

6:15 AM
15 minutes of a 30-minute program

Viewpoints Host Marty Peterson spoke with Jen Glantz, CEO of Bridesmaid for Hire, and Ashley Smith, lead 
designer, planner, producer & owner of Ashley Smith Events, about whether or not you should attend or be 
involved with a wedding during prime wedding season because costs can quickly add up. The guests shared tips on 
how to graciously say “no” or cut costs when attending.

Minority Counterpoint
Sunday, September 1, 2019 and Sunday, September 29, 2019

6:30 AM
60 minutes total of two, 30-minute programs

Minority Counterpoint Host Gwen Blackburn spoke with Attorney Nicole Bluefort with the Law Offices of Nicole 
M. Bluefort about becoming an attorney, how to succeed as a professional businesswoman, and spreading her 
business across Massachusetts and the entire world. She discussed her passion for helping young children 
showcase important values that can be developed through adulthood and how she is a role model for young girls. 
Bluefort is a North Shore Community College trustee and named 2019 “Business Woman of the Year” by The 
Greater Lynn Chamber of Commerce. 

Minority Counterpoint
Sunday, September 22, 2019

6:30 AM
30 minutes of a 30-minute program

Minority Counterpoint Host Gwen Blackburn spoke with Becca Fracassa, Community Investment Leader and 
Strategist for Comcast, about their community investment initiatives and their Internet Essentials Program. They 
discussed Comcast’s service programs, employee engagement, Comcast Foundation grant making, and their local 
maintenance of national partnerships such as those with Boys & Girls Clubs, City Year, Big Brothers Big Sisters, 
and the Urban League.



Most Significant Issue-Responsive Programming
3rd Quarter, 2019

(July 1 through September 30)

ISSUE:  HEALTH / MEDICINE / NUTRITION

Viewpoints
Sunday, August 18, 2019

6:15 AM
15 minutes of a 30-minute program

Viewpoints Host Marty Peterson spoke with Shayna Harris, Chief Growth Officer at Farmer’s Fridge, and Chris 
Bosso, Professor of Public Policy and Politics at Northeastern University. They discussed how healthy eating is 
not always possible when there’s nothing around that’s quick, affordable, and hits the spot. They explored new 
models being created for a greater number of nutritious options and the challenges that come with sustaining the 
profitability of some of these new systems.

Viewpoints
Sunday, September 1, 2019

6 AM
15 minutes of a 30-minute program

Viewpoints Host Gary Price spoke with Blake Smith, National President of the American Association for Men in 
Nursing, and Brian Underwood, a registered nurse. They discussed the aging American population and how it’s 
placing a greater strain on healthcare. They explored the nursing industry and how it’s facing a rise in demand for 
services and the industry’s response by finding ways to recruit early on. They also dispelled some of the myths 
around the field and new medical technology in the works.

Viewpoints
Sunday, September 15, 2019

6 AM
15 minutes of a 30-minute program

Viewpoints Host Gary Price spoke with Nigerian dermatologist Dr. Isima Sobande, dermatologist Dr. Carlos 
Charles, founder of Derma Di Colore, and Amira Adawe, executive director of The Beautywell Project. They 
discussed how most women in the U.S. look to achieve a bronzed tan while much of the world prefers having 
lighter skin which is viewed as a status symbol of beauty and wealth. To achieve this look, millions of women are 
using whitening creams, pills and even IV drips filled with a myriad of ingredients. The experts talked about the 
prevalence of skin whitening, the side effects and how to change some of these deeply rooted cultural stereotypes.  

Viewpoints
Sunday, September 29, 2019

6:15 AM
15 minutes of a 30-minute program

Viewpoints Host Marty Peterson spoke with Dr. Eric Bernstein, board-certified laser surgeon and director of the 
Main Line Center for Laser Surgery in Ardmore, PA. They discussed how many folks have spontaneously gotten 
tattoos and then decided they didn’t want them. He outlined the many reasons people want their ink gone and the 
interesting process of tattooing, how a tattoo actually gets removed, and the good, the bad and the ugly designs 
he’s seen over the years. 



Most Significant Issue-Responsive Programming
3rd Quarter, 2019

(July 1 through September 30)

ISSUE:  CRIME / ABUSE / LAW

Viewpoints
Sunday, July 14, 2019

6 AM
15 minutes of a 30-minute program

Viewpoints Host Gary Price spoke with Dr. Phyllis Gardner, Professor of Medicine/Clinical Pharmacology at 
Stanford University, about the rise and fall of “Theranos” and how the now defunct blood-testing company 
captivated the attention of millions and exposed the dark side of the startup culture in Silicon Valley. Elizabeth 
Holmes, founder and CEO of “Theranos”, is awaiting trial next summer, facing 11 felony charges for allegedly 
defrauding the public.

Viewpoints
Sunday, August 4, 2019

6:15 AM
15 minutes of a 30-minute program

Viewpoints Host Marty Peterson spoke with Peter Houlahan, author of “Norco ’80: The True Story of the Most 
Spectacular Bank Robbery in American History”, about the Norco shootout of 1980 – an extravagant bank robbery 
by five heavily armed criminals ending in multiple lives lost, several wounded, and a police helicopter shot down 
from the sky. Houlahan discussed that fateful day and how it forever changed police response to organized crime.

Viewpoints
Sunday, August 18, 2019

6 AM
15 minutes of a 30-minute program

Viewpoints Host Gary Price spoke with Parbati Thapa, volunteer at the Rural Health and Education Services Trust, 
Sarah Bakker, Director of Operations for the American Himalayan Foundation, and Heather Barr, acting co-
director of the Women's Rights Division at Human Rights Watch. They discussed the worldwide estimation that 
between 20 and 40 million people are exploited through forced labor, marriage, and prostitution and explored the 
South Asian country of Nepal where as many as 20,000 girls each year fall victim to human trafficking. They also 
touched upon the problems feeding into trafficking, successful anti-trafficking efforts and what more needs to be 
done to end this global human rights crisis.

Viewpoints
Sunday, September 15, 2019

6:15 AM
15 minutes of a 30-minute program

Viewpoints Host Marty Peterson spoke with Ryan Leigh Dostie, author of “Formation: A Woman’s Memoir of 
Stepping Out of Line”, about how she found the strength to move forward after being raped abroad while sleeping 
in her Army barracks and enduring a series of victim-blaming tactics and unfair bias directed towards her by her 
commanders after the incident.



Most Significant Issue-Responsive Programming
3rd Quarter, 2019

(July 1 through September 30)

ISSUE:  EDUCATION / PARENTING / FAMILY

Viewpoints
Sunday, August 11, 2019

6 AM
15 minutes of a 30-minute program

Viewpoints Host Gary Price spoke with Julianna Miner, author of “Raising a Screen-Smart Kid: Embrace the 
Good and Avoid the Bad in the Digital Age”. They discussed how parenting in the online era can be confusing, at 
what age should you let your kid have a Facebook or Snapchat account, how closely should you monitor these 
accounts and what they view on the internet, and how to start a conversation about the dark side of the web.

Viewpoints
Sunday, August 11, 2019

6:15 AM
15 minutes of a 30-minute program

Viewpoints Host Marty Peterson spoke with Andrew Baron, Associate Professor of Psychology at the University 
of British Columbia, Dr. Jennifer Harvey, Professor of Religion at Drake University and author of “Raising White 
Kids: Bringing up Children in a Racially Unjust America,” and Michael Acuña with the Office of the Independent 
Monitor’s Youth Outreach and consultant for the Denver police and sheriff’s department. They discussed implicit 
bias and how it forms and why it’s so important for parents to address this with kids early on through candid 
conversations and exposure to diverse environments.

Viewpoints
Sunday, September 1, 2019

6:15 AM
15 minutes of a 30-minute program

Viewpoints Host Marty Peterson spoke with Geraldine DeRuiter, acclaimed author, world-renowned public 
speaker, and the voice behind the award-winning Everywhereist blog, and Dr. Ross Greene, Clinical Child 
Psychologist and Founding Director of Lives in the Balance. They discussed schools’ comprehensive anti-bullying 
campaigns, how we seldom focus on ensuring child bullies gets the help they need to succeed, how we still punish 
troubled kids with detentions, suspensions and how from there it just escalates onward. They outlined how many 
never get the proper help and wind up getting stuck in a perpetual cycle of trouble throughout life. They also 
touched upon strategies to help change the current mindset and practices in order to stop these children from 
falling through the cracks.

Viewpoints
Sunday, September 8, 2019

6 AM
15 minutes of a 30-minute program

Viewpoints Host Gary Price spoke with K-Lani Nava, the first female football player to score and win in a Texas 
high school championship game, and Dr. Christia Spears Brown, professor, development psychology at the 
University of Kentucky and author of “Parenting Beyond Pink and Blue: How to Raise Kids Free of Gender 
Stereotypes”, about the importance of breaking gender stereotypes to play the sport you love.



Most Significant Issue-Responsive Programming
3rd Quarter, 2019

(July 1 through September 30)

ISSUE:  CULTURE / RACE RELATIONS / GENDER

Viewpoints
Sunday, July 7, 2019

6 AM
15 minutes of a 30-minute program

Viewpoints Host Gary Price spoke with Dr. Linda Kaye, psychology professor at Edge Hill University, Marcel 
Danesi, professor of anthropology at the University of Toronto and author of “The Semiotics of Emoji: The Rise 
of Visual Language in the Age of the Internet”, and Dr. Thomas Daniel, assistant professor at Westfield State 
University. They discussed how many of us throw out an emoji or two in text or social media message to help get 
our points across, but we rarely ever think about how emojis came about and why we pick certain ones over others. 
Kaye, Danesi, and Daniel discussed the rise in emoji popularity and how they reflect different cultures and 
generations.

Viewpoints
Sunday, July 7, 2019

6:15 AM
15 minutes of a 30-minute program

Viewpoints Host Marty Peterson spoke with Randall Sullivan, author of “The Curse of Oak Island: The Story of 
the World’s Longest Treasure Hunt”, about how Canada’s Oak Island has mystified explorers for hundreds of 
years, drawing many to its shores with the hope of finding buried pirate’s treasure under its oak trees. Sullivan 
discussed the area’s historical significance and this never-ending quest.

Viewpoints
Sunday, July 14, 2019

6:15 AM
15 minutes of a 30-minute program

Viewpoints Host Marty Peterson spoke with David Epstein, journalist and author of “The Sports Gene: Inside the 
Science of Extraordinary Athletic Performance” and “Range: Why Generalists Triumph in a Specialized World”, 
about how in today’s fast-paced world it can be tough to start anew or slow down and reexamine what you’re 
working towards, but switching focuses and developing a wide range of skillsets can often lead to greater success.

Viewpoints
Sunday, July 21, 2019

6:15 AM
15 minutes of a 30-minute program

Viewpoints Host Marty Peterson spoke with author Jared Yates Sexton who shared memories from his own 
turbulent accounts as a journalist and the phenomenon of toxic masculinity in the U.S. He discussed what toxic 
masculinity is and how it’s affecting men and youth today. Sexton is the author of “The Man They Wanted Me to 
Be: Toxic Masculinity and a Crisis of Our Own Making”.



Viewpoints
Sunday, July 28, 2019

6 AM
15 minutes of a 30-minute program

Viewpoints Host Gary Price spoke with Ellen Dunham-Jones, Professor and Director of the Urban Design 
Program at Georgia Tech, and David Feldman, Professor of Urban Planning and Public Policy and Political 
Science at the University of California-Irvine, about the current state of suburbia and potential solutions. Cookie 
cutter houses, large backyards and shopping centers took hold during the rapid rise of suburbia during the second 
half of the 20th century. Now, towns across the U.S. are facing a new set of challenges from climate change to 
shifting demographics that require a different landscape than what was first constructed. 

Viewpoints
Sunday, August 25, 2019

6 AM
15 minutes of a 30-minute program

Viewpoints Host Gary Price spoke with Zahra Hankir, journalist and author of “Our Women on the Ground: 
Essays by Arab Women Reporting from the Arab World,” about how diversity in reporting is vital to news as it 
showcases differing perspectives. She also discussed some of the courageous female journalists who’ve risked 
their lives to report from within the Middle East during tumultuous periods, how they defied terrorists, the 
government, and their peers to break traditional norms in order to share what they’ve seen, heard, and experienced 
from the ground.



Most Significant Issue-Responsive Programming
3rd Quarter, 2019

(July 1 through September 30)

ISSUE:  PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS / EVENTS

Public Service Announcement – CURE JM FOUNDATION/BOWL 2 CURE JM FOR LIAM
Monday, July 15, 2019 – Saturday, August 10, 2019

Various Day Parts (all 60 seconds in length)
Aired during 6-hour programs, 5-hour programs, 3-hour programs, and 1-hour programs

WBWL ran a total of forty, 60 second PSA’s during various day parts, Monday (7/15) through Saturday (8/10). 
Liz Dang Ryan and Luke Ryan learned in March (2018) that their son, Liam Hugo Ryan, had Juvenile 
Dermatomyositis (JDM). JDM, also referred to as Juvenile Myositis (JM), is an autoimmune disease in which the 
body's immune system attacks healthy cells. It affects 1 in 500,000 children in the U.S. with severe muscle 
weakness and a skin rash. JDM has no cure, and given its rarity, has attracted little funding to find one. Treatment 
methods include corticosteroids, immunosuppressants, and chemotherapy. Children with mild cases may enter 
remission, but more serious cases can lead to total loss of mobility, severe pain, and death. The Ryans are 
committed to raising funds to improve treatments and find a cure. They hosted their Second Annual Bowl 2 Cure 
JM event at King's Bowl in Burlington, MA, and all proceeds benefitted the Cure JM Foundation. 

Public Service Announcement – ST. JUDE CHILDREN’S RESEARCH HOSPITAL/
WALK/RUN TO END CHILDHOOD CANCER

Thursday, August 8, 2019 – Friday, September 27, 2019
Various Day Parts (all 30 seconds in length)

Aired during 6-hour programs, 5-hour programs, and 1-hour programs

WBWL ran a total of one hundred, 30 second PSA’s during various day parts, Thursday (8/8) through Friday 
(9/27). The mission of St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital is to advance cures, and means of prevention, for 
pediatric catastrophic diseases through research and treatment. Consistent with the vision of their founder Danny 
Thomas, no child is denied treatment based on race, religion or a family's ability to pay. Because most of their 
funding comes from individual supporters, families never receive a bill from St. Jude. St. Jude is doing everything 
possible to end childhood cancer and other life-threatening diseases. As part of Childhood Cancer Awareness 
Month, St. Jude rallies supporters in 65 communities across the nation for the St. Jude Walk/Run to End 
Childhood Cancer. This family-friendly event offers participants the opportunity to participate in either a walk or 
5K run, all while raising funds to support the lifesaving mission of St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital. 

Public Service Announcement – THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY/MAKING STRIDES WALK
Thursday, August 8, 2019 – Saturday, September 28, 2019

Various Day Parts (all 30 seconds in length)
Aired during 6-hour programs, 5-hour programs, and 4-hour programs

WBWL ran a total of one hundred and two, 30 second PSA’s during various day parts, Thursday (8/8) through 
Saturday (9/28). The American Cancer Society is a nationwide, community-based voluntary health organization 
dedicated to eliminating cancer as a major health problem. Their Global Headquarters are located in Atlanta, 
Georgia, and they have regional and local offices throughout the country to ensure they have a presence in every 
community. The American Cancer Society started “Making Strides Against Breast Cancer” walks to unite 
communities in the fight against this deadly disease. Today, Making Strides is the largest network of breast cancer 
events in the nation. They raise money to help the American Cancer Society fund groundbreaking breast cancer 
research and provide patient services like free rides to chemo, free places to stay near treatment, and a live 24/7 
cancer helpline.



Public Service Announcement – COLLEGEFEST
Saturday, September 7, 2019 – Saturday, September 21, 2019

Various Day Parts (all 15 and 30 seconds in length)
Aired during 6-hour programs, 5-hour programs, 4-hour programs, 3-hour programs, and 1-hour programs

WBWL ran a total of fifty-seven, 15 second PSA’s and forty-five, 30 second PSA’s during various day parts, 
Saturday (9/7) through Saturday (9/21). CollegeFest presents an unmatched consumer offering for college students 
by unique and engaging experiences from locally and nationally recognized brands, to form the biggest back to 
school celebrations. Their large lifestyle events allow students to explore their cities and get rewarded just for 
being students, while the vendors & brands are able to market effectively to thousands of college students. 
CollegeFest has been around over 30 years, and started at the Boston University Armory. Their Flagship event 
now takes place annually at Fenway Park in Boston and attracts over 10,000 students. 

Public Affairs Special: 9/11 Honoring Heroes 
Sunday, September 8, 2019

6:30 AM
30 minutes of a 30-minute program

9/11 Honoring Heroes Host Shelli Sonstein spoke with Edward Cetnar, Superintendent of Police/Director of 
Public Safety Port Authority of NY/NJ Greater New York City Area Public, and Jay Winuk, President of Winuk 
Communications, Inc., a nationally recognized inspirational speaker, and the co-founder and co-leader of “9/11 
Day,” the nation's largest annual day of charitable giving. Discussion included remembering those lost by serving 
and doing acts of good on 9/11, a first-hand account from the highest ranking first responder who recently fell ill 
from 911 toxins, and Winuk remembering his younger brother Glenn who died in the line of duty during the 
terrorist attack on the World Trade Center. 

Public Service Announcement – GREENLIGHT FUND
Monday, September 9, 2019 – Sunday, September 29, 2019

Various Day Parts (all 30 seconds in length)
Aired during 6-hour programs, 5-hour programs, and 1-hour programs

WBWL ran a total of thirty, 30 second PSA’s during various day parts, Monday (9/9) through Sunday (9/29). The 
GreenLight Fund helps transform the lives of children, youth and families in high-poverty urban areas by creating 
local infrastructure and a consistent annual process to identify critical needs, import innovative, entrepreneurial 
programs that can have a significant, measurable impact, and galvanize local support to help programs reach and 
sustain impact in the new city. They envision a national network of GreenLight Fund cities, working together and 
learning from each other to harness the vision and ambition of social entrepreneurs and accelerate the spread of 
proven programs that make lasting change for children, youth and families.

Public Service Announcement – FOOD TRUCK FESTIVALS OF AMERICA
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Friday, September 27, 2019

Various Day Parts (all 30 seconds in length)
Aired during 6-hour programs, 5-hour programs, 4-hour programs, and 1-hour programs

WBWL ran a total of twenty, 30 second PSA’s during various day parts, Tuesday (9/17) through Friday (9/27). 
The whole idea for Food Truck Festivals of America started back in 2011 when a new trend in dining appeared 
called “food trucks”. They were big in LA, they were parked in NY, they were hot in DC, and they were starting to 
arrive in New England. The FTFA goal is not only to introduce communities across the country to the booming 
phenomenon of gourmet food trucks, but to support the small business owners who run them. They aim to create 
destination events that feature the trucks and the food they serve.



Public Service Announcement – KEITH URBAN/A CONCERT FOR RECOVERY
Monday, September 23, 2019 – Friday, September 27, 2019

Various Day Parts (all 15 seconds in length)
Aired during 5-hour programs and 4-hour programs

WBWL ran a total of fifteen, 15 second PSA’s during various day parts, Monday (9/23) through Friday (9/27). 
Country megastar Keith Urban headlined a benefit concert, “A Concert for Recovery”, at Mohegan Sun Arena. “A 
Concert for Recovery” is part of a campaign to raise money and build awareness surrounding Connecticut’s opioid 
crisis. The campaign aired on all media platforms including television, radio, digital and social media. Urban is a 
four-time Grammy Award winner, two-time 2019 CMA Award nominee “Entertainer of the Year” and “Male 
Vocalist” and reigning CMA AND ACM “Entertainer of the Year.”

Public Service Announcement – MASS MUSIC AND ARTS SOCIETY (MMAS)
Thursday, September 12, 2019 – Wednesday, September 25, 2019

Various Day Parts (all 30 seconds in length)
Aired during 6-hour programs and 5-hour programs

WBWL ran a total of twenty-eight, 30 second PSA’s during various day parts, Thursday (9/12) through 
Wednesday (9/25). A quarter century ago, eight friends formed a non-profit (501(c)(3)) organization to support the 
arts and artists. Today, their brainstorm has grown into a thriving arts organization – the Mass Music & Arts 
Society Black Box Theater & Morini Gallery (MMAS) – recognized throughout Southeastern Massachusetts. 
MMAS has an annual operating budget of just over $500,000 and attracts about 10,000 audience members, patrons 
and performers from as far north as New Hampshire and south to Rhode Island and Cape Cod. MMAS is an active, 
contributing member of the regional community. Annually, MMAS gives scholarships to local students heading to 
college to study the arts. Each year MMAS donates between $3,000 and $5,000 worth of tickets to community and 
non-profit organizations in Mansfield, Sharon, Foxboro, Plainville, Norton, Easton and Attleboro for their own 
fundraising efforts. MMAS also provides free tickets to local Councils on Aging to share with their clients. 
MMAS is a volunteer organization. Each year, volunteers give almost 30,000 hours to MMAS.



Most Significant Issue-Responsive Programming
3rd Quarter, 2019

(July 1 through September 30)

ISSUE:  RELIGION / SPIRITUALITY

**   No significant programming aired on WBWL-FM in this category this quarter.   **



Most Significant Issue-Responsive Programming
3rd Quarter, 2019

(July 1 through September 30)

ISSUE:  GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Minority Counterpoint
Sunday, August 25, 2019

6:30 AM
30 minutes of a 30-minute program

Minority Counterpoint Host Gwen Blackburn spoke with retired U.S. Army Colonel Anthony C. Aiken about 
educating the community about Veteran’s needs and Blue Water Navy Veterans. Veterans who served on open sea 
ships off the shore of Vietnam during the Vietnam War are referred to as “Blue Water Navy Veterans.”



Most Significant Issue-Responsive Programming
3rd Quarter, 2019

(July 1 through September 30)

ISSUE:  CHARITY / FUNDRAISING

OFF AIR:  Concert for a Cause
Saturday, August 24, 2019

8 PM
3 hours of a 3-hour event

101.7 The Bull & Tito's Handmade Vodka hosted “Concert for a Cause,” starring Midland with special guest The 
Herland Brothers, to benefit St. Jude Children's Research Hospital. The mission of St. Jude Children’s Research 
Hospital is to advance cures, and means of prevention, for pediatric catastrophic diseases through research and 
treatment. Consistent with the vision of our founder Danny Thomas, no child is denied treatment based on race, 
religion or a family's ability to pay. Proceeds from the concert benefitted St. Jude Children’s Hospital.

Minority Counterpoint
Sunday, September 15, 2019

6:30 AM
30 minutes of a 30-minute program

Minority Counterpoint Host Gwen Blackburn spoke with Tanisha Salmon, founder of “Begin to Dream Again”, a 
registered non-profit that focuses on serving homeless shelters as a way to help homeless women. They discussed 
how they assist homeless women who are victims of domestic violence and their goals to increase the community's 
awareness of this pervasive problem.

Viewpoints
Sunday, September 29, 2019

6 AM
15 minutes of a 30-minute program

Viewpoints Host Gary Price spoke with Patrick Kindred, graduate of “Friends of the Children Portland”, Dr. Ross 
Greene, clinical child psychologist and founding director of “Lives in the Balance”, and Terri Sorensen, “CEO of 
Friends of the Children”, about how some of us have fond memories of an idyllic childhood filled with joyous 
birthday parties and summer road trips but some children face a completely different home life. This instability can 
overtake a child or teen and lead them down a dangerous path. The nonprofit, “Friends of the Children”, 
understands the importance of getting to a child early on and setting a permanent mentor-child relationship that 
they can rely on while everything else in their life may be up in the air. They discussed the organization’s work 
and how they’re helping thousands of children move past these struggles to thrive. 



Most Significant Issue-Responsive Programming
3rd Quarter, 2019

(July 1 through September 30)

ISSUE:  ENERGY / ENVIRONMENT

Viewpoints
Sunday, August 25, 2019

6:15 AM
15 minutes of a 30-minute program

Viewpoints Host Marty Peterson spoke with Will McCallum, Head of Oceans at Greenpeace UK and author of 
“How to Give Up Plastic: A Guide to Changing the World, One Plastic Bottle at a Time,” about what small steps 
we can take to reduce plastic consumption, how to get manufacturers to adopt more eco-friendly practices, the 
plastic crisis, and what will happen if we don’t change our ways. Around 90 percent of the plastic we use is left 
unrecycled and dumped into landfills. Over time, this waste seeps into our oceans, harming its ecosystems and 
creating massive islands of floating garbage. The Great Pacific Garbage Patch is now more than twice the size of 
Texas.

Viewpoints
Sunday, September 8, 2019

6:15 AM
15 minutes of a 30-minute program

Viewpoints Host Marty Peterson spoke with Jill Heinerth, cave diver and author of “Into the Planet: My Life as a 
Cave Diver”, about the beauty and risks of cave diving and the importance of her work in helping scientists, 
biologists and researchers learn more about the Earth’s oceans and ecosystems.



Most Significant Issue-Responsive Programming
3rd Quarter, 2019

(July 1 through September 30)

ISSUE:  CONSUMER / TECHNOLOGY

Viewpoints
Sunday, August 4, 2019

6 AM
15 minutes of a 30-minute program

Viewpoints Host Gary Price spoke with Rick Smith, CEO & Founder of Axon Enterprise Inc. and author of “The 
End of Killing: How Our Newest Technologies Can Solve Humanity’s Oldest Problem”, and Greg Meyer, retired 
LAPD Captain, about how sometimes tasers fail to allow law enforcement officers to subdue a subject which 
results in their having to draw guns. Axon Enterprise, the main supplier of tasers and body cameras to law 
enforcement, is currently working on new technology to assist law enforcement.

Viewpoints
Sunday, September 22, 2019

6:15 AM
15 minutes of a 30-minute program

Viewpoints Host Marty Peterson spoke with Adam Chandler, journalist and author of “Drive-Thru Dreams: A 
Journey Through the Heart of America's Fast-Food Kingdom”, about how most of us point to McDonald’s as the 
founding of fast food as we know it but the American staple actually began nearly a hundred years ago with two 
chains, “White Castle” and “A&W”. Chandler discussed the events that fed into the rapid rise of the fast-food 
industry and how different chains are fighting to stay present and on-trend in today’s competitive restaurant 
landscape.


